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Given a nonlinear control system, linear in the controls, all of whose terms 
have a common critical point, Lie algebraic conditions are established for the 
existence of a real-analytic transformation to coordinates in which the system 
is bilinear, that is, of type 
dxjdt = Z u,B,x. (‘1 
The hypotheses used are analyticity, transitivity of the Lie algebra L associated 
with (*) (i.e., controllability of (“)), and isomorphism of L to the Lie algebra of 
vector fields associated with the original nonlinear system, That the transitivity 
condition can be replaced by semisimplicity or compactness of L is kxxo*v~ from 
Tvork of Sternberg and Guillemin. 
1. BILINEAR CONTROL SYSTEMS 
Consider a finite family of CW (real-analytic) vector fields on a manifold M”, 
all vanishing at some critical point p. The question arises as to the existence of an 
analytic set of coordinates in a neighborhood of p, in which each of the vector 
fields is linear. The problem of linearization was first considered by Poincare [I; 
who gave sufficient conditions for the linearization of a single vector field. 
Sternberg and Guillemin [2] have shown that if the family of vector fields 
generates a finite-dimensional semisimple Lie algebra then a linearizing set of 
coordinates exists. In this paper we give a new condition for linearization, 
involving the concept of local controllability. 
The linearization of a family of vector fields is equivalent to the transformation 
of an associated nonlinear control system to bilinear form. A bilinear control 
system is a system described by a set of differential equations on R”, 
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where Bi are n x n real matrices and the controls ZQ are bounded measurable 
functions. The pointy = 0 is an equilibrium point which cannot be attained by 
the system if not initially in that state, nor can the system escape from that state 
if initially there. 
Certain nonlinear control systems, given in local coordinates by 
f = i z+(t) a,@), 
i=l 
(2) 
where the ai are nonlinear VW vectors all vanishing at some point p’ (the critical 
point), can be transformed by means of a $P time invariant change of coordinates 
y = h(x) into the form (1). Solutions of (2) under any set of specified admissible 
controls will be taken into solutions of (1) under the same controls. If it is possible 
to do this, many of the known facts applicable to the study of bilinear systems 
will also apply to the nonlinear system. Clearly the critical point x = p must be 
taken into the pointy = 0 by a linearizing map if one exists. It is to the investiga- 
tion of the existence of such maps that the present study is devoted. It will be 
found that affirmative results are obtainable for certain systems which are locally 
controllable in a punctured neighborhood of the point p. 
2. VECTOR FIELDS 
The ai in (2) represent 99 vector fields on an n-dimensional analytic manifold 
NI”, that is, ai associates with every point 4 in M” an element a,(q) of the tangent 
space of M’” and in local coordinates the components of a, are real-analytic 
functions ai, ,..., ai, . 
We are interested in finding new coordinates on M”, defined in a neighborhood 
U of a critical point p, in which Eq. (2) will be transformed to Eq. (1). It is no 
loss of generality to assume that the origin of coordinates in Ma is at p. Since the 
critical point is not attainable in finite time by any admissible control, we may 
wish to consider regions or spaces with this point removed. We shall denote 
this by a star subscript. Thus R” - (0) = R .+~. A very simple theorem can now 
be demonstrated. 
THEOREM 1. A family of 99 vector fields vanishing at x = 0, whiclz can be 
linearized by means of a P d#eomorphism taking E = 0 into y = 0, can also be 
linearized so that the coeficients B, (Eq. (1)) are the Jacobian matrices of the non- 
linen7 system at x = 0. 
Proof. Substitute y = h(x) into (2) and compare with (1). Since the controls 
are arbitrary subject only to admissibility, we have that 
(d/as)(a,(A-l(y))) = Biy. (3) 
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Expanding h and ai in Taylor’s series about 0 we have 
x = A,.x + . . . . 
a, = &.T + ..., 
which immediately gives 
The map X’ = /l;lX will also linearize the system; hence, it is no loss of generality 
to assume that (1, = I and Bi = /Ii. 
Certain individual vector fields can be linearized via a well-known theorem of 
Poincare [I]. We state this without proof. 
THEOREM 2 (Poincare). An analytic vector jield vanishing at zero and ha&g 
Jacobian nzakix -4 such that A is diagomlizable with eigenvalues Ai and satisfyiq 
(i) the eigenvalues of A are such that 110 relationship of the form 
is satis$ed zhae the kj are nonnegative integers and 
(ii) the smallest closed convex region in the compleVv plane containing all the 
eigenvalues does not also contain the origin, 
can be made linear in a neighborhood of zero by an analytic change of coordinafes. 
Property (i) guarantees a formal Taylor’s series development for the linearizing 
map and (ii) guarantees convergence. (By Theorem 1, the new coordinates are 
real w.l.0.g.) 
The question as to whether a control system can be linearized will, in some 
cases, be seen to depend upon the Lie algebra of vector fields generated by the 
vector fields defining the system. This is because a differentiable map which 
simultaneously linearizes a pair of vector fields ai and a, will also linearize the 
vector field given by the Lie bracket [ai , aj], 
[ai , ail(x) = (aaj/ax)(.v) ai - (an,/%)(x) aj(x)- (4 
An immediate consequence is that a necessary condition for the existence of a 
linearizing map is that the vector fields generate a Lie algebra of dimension (as a 
real Lie algebra) less than or equal to ~2~. 
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3. TRANSITIVE LIE ALGEBRAS 
Let {ai}El be a family of VP vector fields on a coordinate neighborhood 
U C Ml2 such that each ni vanishes at p which we may assume is the point x = 0. 
Denote by g the abstract Lie algebra generated by this set, and by 3 the represen- 
tation of g by the vector fields. Define B(X) to be the set (U(X) 1 a E G}, i.e., the 
the representation g particularized to a point x in U. We will be interested in the 
situation in which lj is transitizle on the punctured neighborhood U, = U - {P]. 
By transitivity of 6 we mean 
dim@(x)] = n VXEEU*, (W 
dimension being interpreted in the sense of G(x) constituting a vector space. 
A point z is said to be attainable from x0 with respect to the system (2) if there 
exist admissible controls {z.+}~=~ and a time T > 0 such that the solution of (2) 
with m(O) = x,, satisfies x(T) = x. The well-known theorem of Chow (cf. [3]) 
asserts that if Q is transitive then the set of attainable points from x,, with respect 
to the control system (2) is a neighborhood of x0 . Following the terminology of 
Sussmann and Jurdjevic [4], we say that a system satisfying this latter condition 
has the accessibility property at x,, . It is known [4] that for (2), accessibility at 
every point in U, is equivalent to transitivity of fi on U, , and implies that if 
XO,BEUy,, x is attainable from ss , which property is called local controllability. 
4. EQUIVALENT SYSTEMS 
Krener [5] has considered the equivalence of two control systems, one of 
which is (2), the other of the same type, say 
Here y EN” an n-dimensional analytic manifold and the bi represent analytic 
vector fields on N”. Assume initial conditions are specified for each of these 
systems, viz., X(O) = x,, , y(O) = y0 . In th is sense, equivalence of these systems 
is the existence of a local analytic diffeomorphism from M” to N” taking solutions 
of (2) into solutions of (5). Assuming that (2) and (5) are locally controllable in 
regions containing the initial points, we may state the following theorem which 
gives necessary and sufficient conditions for equivalence in this sense. The 
theorem we shall state is a specialization of a more general result of Krener. 
THEOREM 3 (Krener). A necessary and su$cient condition that theye exist 
neiglzborhoods U(x,,) of x,, EM’” and V(yJ of yO E N” and a real-annlytic d$f>o- 
morpRism A: U(m,) --f V(y,,) taking tTajectwies of (2) with initial conditions 
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x(O) = x0 into trffjectosies of (5) with i7zitia.Z conditions y(0) = y0 , is that there 
exists a nonsingular matrix L such that 
for all pairs of tangent vectors a, b generated as follows. For every fixite sequence 
J = (i, , i, , i, ,... ) witla i,. an &eger <k, we shall deteltote by a, the vector $eld 
in 4 gWen by a&) = L..., [ai? , [ai, , ai,]],...]( Similarly, b,(p) depzotes 
[..., [biz, [b;;, bi,l],...](y). We say that b,(y) corresponds to aJ(x). 
For a proof of Theorem 3 we refer the reader to [5]. Rrener also shows in the 
proof an explicit construction of the map A in terms of integral curves of the two 
systems. Furthermore, it is shown that 
This construction cannot be used directly in the problem of linearization about 
a critical point. The reason is that the critical points cannot be included in the 
regions over which the map is guaranteed to be valid. The map may be con- 
structed by assuming the initial points x0 , >~a to be unspecified except isofar as 
they may be permitted to be arbitrarily close to the critical points. One such map 
may be extended to punctured neighborhoods of the critical points if these 
punctured neighborhoods are simply connected. Of primary concern is to 
include the critical points and it is not obvious that this extension is possible. 
If the extension can be made, allowing expansion of h about the critical point, 
we can see that by expansion of ai in Eq. (3) about N = 0, we have 
This merely states that the existence of a nonsingular matrix L such that 
LA?; = B,L, i = 1, 2,..., k 
is a necessary condition for the bilinearization of the system (2). We have seen 
that a coordinate chart on N” = P may be selected so that L = I. The relation 
(6’) extends to the Lie algebra @ This proves the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. A necessary condition for tlze equivalence of control system (2) to a 
bilinear system is that the Lie algebra g have a faitJ&t representation by the lilaear 
terms oj 3. 
We sha!l also have use for the following. 
THEOREM 5. If the Lie algebra of vector$eJds in system (2) has a representation 
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by the linear terms which is transitivive on R*n, then there exists a punctured 
neighborhood V, of the origin in which the nonlinear system is also transitive. 
Proof. Expand each a E g in a Taylor’s series with remainder. 
a(x) = Ax + R(x). 
Given any R such vector fields defined on a neighborhood U of the origin, form 
the function 
D:UxR+->R 
defined as 
D(x, t) = det(ail(tx), ain(tx), ai,( 
from which we deduce that 
D(x, t) = det(tAiIx + RJtx), tAi,x + RJtx),..., tAi,x + R,,,(tx)) 
= tn det(./&x, Aizx,..., A&,X) + O(t”+l) 
= tn(det(A+ Ai$ ,..., A,,&x) + O(t)). 
Since the linear representation is transitive, we may, for any x0 + 0, select the II 
vector fields, depending on x0 , so that the determinant in the last expression is 
greater than zero at r0 . Since D is continuous in X, there exists an E > 0 and 
a t, > 0 such that D(x, t) > 0 for /I x - x0 11 < E and 0 < t < t, where jl . 11 
denotes a Euclidean metric on U. This procedure can be applied for G51*0 being any 
point on an n - 1 sphere 9-l about 0. Compactness of P-l allows us to obtain 
a finite cover of Spz-l by open sets each with an associated set of n vector fields 
and a t,, for which 0(x, t) > 0 for 0 < t < to . Select the minimum to in the 
cover, then the set 
V* = {X E 77: 0 < /I X [j < tomin} 
is the required punctured neighborhood for which the nonlinear system (2) is 
transitive. 
5. BILINEAR SYSTEMS TRANSITIVE ON R*” 
The representation by linear vector fields of a Lie algebra g is transitive on 
R,n if and only if the connected matrix Lie group G, corresponding to g, acts 
transitively on R,“. Boothby [6] has given (up to conjugacy) a list of all such 
groups, answering a question in [7]. His work is based on the results of 
Montgomery and Samelson [8] who determined the groups transitive on spheres. 
We will present here the matrix Lie algebras (up to conjugacy) corresponding to 
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the matrix groups in Boothby’s list. Our numbering system will be the same as 
Boothby’s. Theorem 4 shows that any system (2) of analytic vector fields which 
linearizes into a system (1) transitive on R*tL must have a Lie algebra isomorphic 
to a Lie algebra in this list. 
A few preliminaries are needed. We let a, p, and y denote the matrix 
representations 
,B(PZ + Qi + Rj + Sk) = 
XI -yI -uI -d 
Y(X~ + yi + uj + nk) = 
(7) 
A, B, P, Q,, R, S are real square matrices and (I, i, j, k) represent unit quaternions. 
In (Y, the argument is a complex matrix. In /3, the argument is a right quatemion 
matrix, and in y the argument is a quaternion. 
The centers of our Lie algebras will be of the following five types defined as 
follows (R denotes real field, C complex field, H quaternions) 
c(m, iR): (ol(ihl,) I X E R}, n = 2m, (8) 
c(m, C): (a(r& + id,,J 1 (u, v) E R2}, 32 = 2W2, 
c(m, (u + iu)R): {a([dm + id,&) j t E R, u + 01, II = 2m. 
If a linear group action on a vector space is transitive, there exists no proper 
invariant vector subspace under this action; this implies complete reducibility 
of the Lie algebra [ll, p. 461 corresponding to the transitive group action; this 
further implies (cf. [ll, Theorem 11, p. 471 that this Lie algebra g can be 
expressed as the direct sum g = g1 @ c, where gr is a semisimple ideal and t is 
the center. Moreover, the elements of c are semisimple. The conditions on the 
center are even stronger since transitivity together with Schur’s lemma implies 
that the elements of c must consist of scalar multiples of the identity. This 
application of Schur’s lemma assumes an algebraically closed field so in order to 
apply this theory to real linear actions on R,” (& even) we use the 0: representa- 
tion (7) or a representation conjugate to it. Thus, the elements of c are conjugate 
to one of the representations listed in (8). If IZ is odd, then the center can contain 
at most one basis element, the identity. 
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Representations of the simple ideals can be obtained with the aid of Helgason 
[9]. The list of Lie algebras (denoted by g) is: 
(I) Semisimple ideal is simple and compact. 
(i) g = SD(~) @ c C gI(n, R), 
c = c(n, Y), 
so(n); (all skew symmetrix n x n real matrices}. 
(ii) g = su(m) @ c C gl(2m, R), 
c = c(n2, C), or c(n2, (u + iv)R), 2m = 72, 
eu(m): (a(A = iB) 1 A’ = --A, B’ = B, tr A = tr B = 0). 
(iii) g = sp(K) @ c C gI(4K, R), n = 4K, 
c = c(nz, C), or c(m, (u + iv)R), vz = 2k, 
q(k): @(A + iB + jC + kD) j A’ = --.A, B’ = B, C’ = C, 
a-14): ! 
i 
D’ = D>. 
(3 (4 g = w14) 0 c C gV, RI, 
c = ~(7, R), 
-0 -u1 -ug -u3 -u4 -% -% 
Ul 0 -u7 --u, -%l -%o -2111 
Ua u7 0 -l&j - ug -us - us -ull + u3 u4 + Ula 
UQ ug u5 - u9 0 -W2 -u13 -u14 
ll4 ug % + us %Z 0 -% - %4 -3 + u13 
% %o Ull - u3 1113 Ul + %4 0 --u7-%z 
-% Ull -u4 - %o u14 UC2 - %3 u7 + u12 0 
(see [lo]). (Cases (b) and ( ) c as p resented here are constructed from relationships 
presented in [ 1 l] from identifications provided by Edward Wilson.) 
(iv) (b) g = spin(7) @ c C gI(16, R) 
c = ~(16, R) or ~(8, (u + ~v)R). 
Consider the 2 x 2 matrices 
If x denotes the Kronecker product, a basis forspin(7) consisting of 21 16 x 16 
matrices is given by the following six matrices and their Lie brackets 
I x It x It x J, J x It x It x K, 
IxIfxJxI, JxPxKxI, 
IXJXIXI, JxKxIxI. 
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(iv) (c) g = spin(9) @ c C gI(32, R) 
t = ~(32, R) or ~(16, (u + iv)R). 
A basis forspin(9) consisting of 36 32 x 32 matrices is generated by the following 
eight matrices and their brackets: 
I x It x It x It x J, J x It x Ii x P x K, 
I x It x It x J x I, J x It x It x K x I, 
IxItx JxIxI, J x It x K x I x I, 
Ix JxIxIxI, J x k- x I x I x I. 
(II) Semisimple ideal is simple and noncompact 
(i) g = sI(n, R) 0 c C gl(a, R), 
c = co or c(n, R), 
?31(?2, Ii): (all n X n real matrices of trace 0). 
(ii) g = sI(m, C) @ c C g1(2m, R), 12 = 2~2, 
c = co, c(n, R), c(nz, iR), c(q C), or c(m, (u + iw)R), 
SI(nz, C): {1x(,4 + iB) 1 rZ, B m X m real matrices, 
tr A = tr B =’ 01. 
(iii) g = sp(wz, R) @ c C g1(2wz, R), n = 21~2, 
c = co or c(n, R), 
(iv) g = sp(k, 6) @3 c C gI(4k, R), 12 = 4k, 
c = co , c(n, R), c(m, iR), C(VZ, C), or c(m, (u + iu)R), 112 = 2rZ, 
(v) g = sl(k, H) @ c C g1(4k, R), n = 4K, 
c = CO , c(% R), c(nt, iR), c(m, C), or c(m, (u + z%)R), nl = 2k, 
sl(k, H): (ol(su*(2K))), 
(III) Remaining cases 
(9 g = .&VW 0 r(H) C gV% RI> 11 = % 
P(fip(Jz)): @(PI + Qi + Rj + Sk) 1 P, Q, R, Sk x k real 
matrices}, 
y(H): (y(xZ f yi + uj + v’K) / (x, y, u, ZJ) E R-l). 
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(ii) g = sI(k, H) @ y(H) C gI(4k, R), n = 4k, 
sI(k, H) as in (II), (v), 
r(H) as in (III), (i). 
(iii) g = el(K, H) @ @p(l)) C g1(4k, R) (k > l), n = 4k, 
y(v(l)): Mvi + uj + 4 I (v, u, 4 E R3). 
6. THE THEOREMS OF GUILLEMIN AND STERNBERG 
We will need some preliminary considerations before investigating the 
extension problem of guaranteeing that a map can be extended to include the 
critical point. Of central importance is the necessary and sufficient condition for 
linearization provided by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6 [2]. Let Q be a representation of n Lie algebra g by analytic vector 
jields all vanishing at apointp on a real (complex) analytic manifold. A necessary and 
su$icient condition for the yepresentation to be locally equivalent via an analytic 
dz$feomorphism to a linear representation of g is that there exist an analytic vector 
field X defined in a neighbollaood of p, vanishing at p, having the identit-y matrix as 
its Jacobian matrix at p and commuting with all the vector$elds of Zj. 
Since the proof is short and instructive, we shall reproduce it here. Assume 
such a vector field X exists. By Poincare’s theorem (Theorem 2) we can consider 
the coordinate system x1 ,..., x, given so that X has the form 
X1 
X(x) = ; . i 1 xn (9) 
Let Y be any vector field that commutes with X. Write Y as a power series about 
the origin Y = & Y7: (the components of Y$: are homogeneous polynomials 
of degree k). Then by Euler’s identity 
0 = [X, Y] = c (h - l)Yk 
R 
(10) 
implying that Yk = 0 for k f 1. Thus, Y is linear in these coordinates. Con- 
versely, if there is a coordinate system in which each vector field is linear, then X 
given by (9) commutes with each of these. 
This theorem states that the problem of constructing a linearizing map is 
equivalent to the problem of constructing X. If such a vector field Xcan be found, 
then the map X must satisfy 
(ax(x)/ax) X(x) = h(x). (11) 
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One may find the coordinate transformation which linearizes X to its linear 
terms (the identity) by Poincare’s method of series expansion. This is equivalent 
to solving (11) stipulating that X has the expansion 
h(x) = x + higher order terms. 
For the case in which the dimension IZ of the manifold is even, a more genera.1 
result holds. 
THEOREM 6a. If a real Lie algebra (j of analytic vector Jields all va~zishi~zg at
some poi?zt p co~rzmzztes with a aectorJield A’ also oafzishifzg at p and lzavz~~zg Jacobian 
nzatrix at p of t/reform uI?,, + vJ* , u f 0, (u, .a) E R2 afzd J,,, is tke matrix 
tlzen there exists a local analytic change of cool-dinates in which all of the T’ector 
fields in 4 are linear. 
Proof (E. Wilson). By Poincare’s theorem we may choose local coordinates X, 
in which X = (uIn + vJn)x. The local imbedding of II,I” into CR given by 
gives us 
where h 
as 
u + f--I)%, x = 21 - (-I)%. A vector field Y E 5 is expressible 
where F”(z) = C 4iI,...,i,z$z~ I-. zf~, summing over indices such that 
Then, analogous to the “Euler” equation (lo), we obtain in z-coordinates 
[X, E;s’A] = ( ((j - 1)X + k&Im o 
((k - 1); + jA)I,, yi’7z. 1 
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Thus we have that [X, Y] = 0 implies that [X, Yj37G] = 0 for allj, K. If Yf,7* is 
nonzero then either 
(j - 1)X + hii = 0 
or 
(k - 1)X +jh = 0; 
since u f 0, j + k - 1 = 0. Therefore Y = Y”J + Y1so, and Y must be linear 
in the local coordinates x. 
Guillemin and Sternberg utilize Theorem 6 to prove the important theorem 
suggested by Hermann [ 121. 
THEOREM 7 (Guillemin and Sternberg). Let 3 be a representation of a$nite- 
dimensionalLie algebra g by analytic vector fields all vanishing at a point p ow a Peal 
(complex) arlalytic manifold. If g is semisimple then the representation is equivalent 
-via an analytic dtseomorphism to a linear representation of g. 
The proof given in [2] is too lengthy to be given here. WTe will simply mention 
that it is based upon the existence of a compact real form for the algebra. This 
allows a Haar measure to be introduced over the simply connected compact Lie 
group corresponding to the compact form. This then leads to the construction of 
a commuting vector field satisfying all of the requirements of Theorem 6. 
7. THE STRUCTURE OF TRANSITIVE ALGEBRAS 
We now return to the question of extending the linearization theory developed 
thus far to include the critical points. We will show that the Guillemin and 
Sternberg theorem (Theorem 7) can be extended to apply to Lie algebras which 
are transitive on R,“. It will be necessary to take cognizance of one of the 
properties of the transitive Lie algebras of Boothby (cf. Section 5), viz., 
We now investigate some of the properties of a nonlinear vector field which 
commutes with a linear vector field. This will be necessary to extend linearization 
techniques to include the center of a Lie algebra of vector fields. 
Denote the linear vector field by S: x F+ &c, where s is an n x a matrix, 
x = co1 [ZTi )...) x,]. Denote the nonlinear vector field by C with the Taylor’s 
series expansion C = Cj Cj. Here Cj = co1 [Pi?(s), PJ(x),..., P,i(x)], where the 
Pij are homogeneous polynomials of degree j. 
LEMMA 1. If a real-analytic vector$eld C on R” vanishing at 0 commutes with 
every vector field of a transitive Lie algebra Q, of linear zlector$elds, then C itself is 
linear. 
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Proof. Select an arbitrary 3c,, E R,“. We will show that Cj(,r,) = 0 for j > 1. 
Since j is transitive (Eq. (H)) g’ rven a real number p > 0, and y E Ren, there 
exists an S in fi such that .$v = py, that is 3 has a real eigenvalue EL. Let A be the 
maximum reai eigenvalue of 9 with corresponding eigenvector z E R,‘!. Let Y 
be the matrix Lie group corresponding to fj, then since Y acts transitively on 
R+“> there exists a matrix 9 E Y such that Az = -r, . Thus 
A& = AA.z, Fx, = Ax, ) 
where p = S&P. p has maximum real eigenvalue X with eigenvector ~a. 
Since e tP = Aef3k1 E Y Vt, T E 3; so T commutes with C. 
Now [TX, C] = 0 implies that [TX, Cj] = 0 for every j so that 
0 == [TX, Cq = (acjpx) 5% - 5W. 
Evaluating at x0 we have 
using Euler’s identity. This equation shows that if C+,) f 0, jA is a real eigen- 
value of p. If j > 1, this contradicts the maxima&y of A. Therefore Cj = 0 for 
j > 1; since C(0) = 0, C is linear. 
This lemma enables us to eliminate exceptional cases which arise in the proof 
of our central result. 
THEOREM 8. Let B be a representation of a Lie algebra g by VW vector $elds 
dejined on a ne&hborhood U ill a real analytic manifold, and all vanishing at a 
point p of (;i. rf g is faithfully re p resented by the Linear vector jieids obtained by 
retaining only$rst order terms in the expansion of the elenatilts of 5 about p in local 
coordinates and if this linear representation & is transitive on R*‘l then these 
representations a>Fe locally equivalent via an ana[t:tie dzjfeomosphism. 
Proof. consider the decomposition given by (12) and by Theorem 7. We 
may suppose the representation ij to be expressed in coordinates for which the 
semisimple pd fl is linear and given by the list in Section 3 I 1. We have three cases : 
(a) TL r=; co (cf. (3.2)); (b) ZL = c(n, R), c(nr, C), or c(m, (U + iv)R); and (c) 
ZL = c(m, z’R). 
For (a) the system is already linear. For (b) c (and hence &) contains either 
I, or al;, + cjJvz , u + 0. Hence, g contains a vector field with such a Jacobian 
matrix and hence by Theorems 6 and 6a, g can be linearized. 
The only algebras ccrresponding to case (c) are those with noncompact semi- 
simple parts. These are cases (II)( (II)( and (II)(v) for & which appear on 
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the list of Section 5. We now note the fact that the semisimple parts of the algebras 
of type II on the list are transitive on R, n. Lemma 1 guarantees that the center is 
also linear. 
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